**GENERAL NEWS STORY**

**First Place**  
Radionian  
Breanna Collins  
“Online Safety: Attorney General battles cyber bullying”  
Well put together article with story photo and graphics. Good lead and use of information. Writer made information relative to audience.

**Second Place**  
Radionian  
Ariel Young  
“Sexual Assault”

**Third Place**  
Tom-Tom  
Madison Barnett  
“Welcome back week”

**SPORTS NEWS STORY**

**First Place**  
Radionian  
Josh Beasley  
“Bobcats claim first national title”  
Good layout. Writer took me to the tournament without boring play by play. Good quotes – Good job!

**Second Place**  
Ranger Rocket  
Rudy Armstrong  
“Former Ranger football players”

**Third Place**  
Radionian  
Josh Beasley  
“Men’s basketball coach Ladner accepts position”

**SPORTS FEATURE**

**First Place**  
Radionian  
Christian Miller  
“JCJC Stars: Kadie Parker”  
Good story on a subject that could have been tough for the writer and the subjects.

**Second Place**  
The Ranger Rocket  
Corey McKinney  
“Sports podcast now available”

**Third Place**  
The Radionian  
Josh Beasley  
“Mother daughter duo invade JCJC tennis”

**GENERAL INTEREST COLUMN**

**First Place**  
Tom-Tom  
Allison Johnson  
Written well showing options for subjects. Short, sweet and to the point.

**Second Place**  
Tom-Tom  
Madison Herrington

**Third Place**  
Radionian  
Marianna Lunsford

**FEATURE STORY**

**First Place**  
Radionian  
Trey Howard  
“Mooney overcomes adversity, inspires others”  
You tell the story well. You set the stage and make the reader feel a part of the story.

**Second Place**  
Ranger Rocket  
Larry Mason  
“Benton finds that hard work pays off in school”

**Third Place**  
Radionian  
Troy Orgeron  
“Homecoming queen kicks for the team”

**CARTOON**

**First Place**  
Tom-Tom  
Claire Griffin  
“Oh the Places You’ll Go”  
Celebrating graduation and diverse careers. Well executed.

**Second Place**  
Pine Burr  
Olivia Griffin  
“Rambunctious Bears”

**Third Place**  
Pine-Burr  
L. J. Connelly  
“Hoofer Troopers”

**GENERAL NEWS PHOTO**

**First Place**  
Radionian  
Jessica Blackwell  
“Special Olympics”  
Good, clean shot that shows emotion on both faces.

**Second Place**  
Radionian  
Anna Beth Houston  
“ROTC and flag”

**Third Place**  
Ranger Rocket  
Kreneice Reid  
“Miss Firecracker”

**SPOT NEWS PHOTO**

**First Place**  
Ranger Rocket  
Lauren Benton  
“Miss Firecracker auditions held”  
So much energy in their words and its all caught on camera. I hope they got the parts.

**Second Place**  
Ranger Rocket  
Gabrielle Williams  
“Students partake in Homecoming Carnival with Velcro wall”

**Third Place**  
Ranger Rocket  
Kreneice Reid  
“Zumba craze on campus”

**SPORTS PHOTO**

**First Place**  
Radionian  
Troy Orgeron  
“Wide receiver Joe Pack”
Second Place
Ranger Rocket
Kenn Falkner
"Men’s Soccer”

Third Place
Radionian
Anna Beth Houston
"Bobcat soccer”

FEATURE PHOTO
First Place
Radionian
Troy Orgeron
“Homecoming queen kicks for the team”
Contrast in outfit gets attention; well done.

Second Place
Pine Burr
Celestial James
“Pine Burr wins awards”

Third Place
Ranger Rocket
Lauren Benton
“Campus police making presence on campus”

SINGLE ADVERTISEMENT
First Place
Radionian
Hailey Ishee
“Sakura”

Second Place
Radionian
Josue Gonzalez
“Bobcat Fitness”

Third Place
Tom-Tom
Hannah May
“Graduation”

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENT
First Place
Radionian
Hailey Ishee
“Congratulations”

Second Place
Radionian
Joseph Cooley
“Bookstore”

Third Place
Tom-Tom
Staff
“Notice: Do Not Dig”

-INVESTIGATIVE OR SPOT NEWS-
First Place
Radionian
Staff
“Online Safety”
Very nice package with good stories and graphics. Hopefully it woke some kids up.

Second Place
Radionian
Staff
“By whose standards?”

Third Place
Radionian
Staff
“Sexual Assault”

EDITORIALS
First Place
Radionian
Heather Allen, Chance Clark and Ariel Young
What a broad range of subjects. Each piece gives the basis of the editorial, then gives the reader a point to ponder – just what editorials are supposed to do!

Second Place
Ranger Rocket
Lauren Benton

Third Place
Tom-Tom
Madison Barnett

DESIGN
First Place
Radionian
Staff
The flag is a radical departure from the norm, but the entire product is attractive and lively. Makes us want to read it.

Second Place
Tom-Tom
Hannah May

Third Place
Pine Burr
Staff

FRONT PAGE
First Place
Radionian
Staff
A unique look.

SECOND PLACE
Tom-Tom

THIRD PLACE
Pine Burr

GRAPHIC
First Place
Ranger Rocket
Staff
“Clearance is the key”
Full of information, easy to read. Good job, Staff!

SECOND PLACE
Radionian
Hailey Ishee
“Pressure to live up to beauty standards”

THIRD PLACE
Ranger Rocket
Staff
“See you at Homecoming”

WEBSITE
First Place
Tom-Tom
Staff
Website is best in terms of content, but difficult to find. Demand a unique and dedicated address for it!

SECOND PLACE
Ranger Rocket

THIRD PLACE
Radionian
The Bobcat Press

GENERAL EXCELLENCE
First Place
Radionian

Second Place - Tie
Ranger Rocket and
Tom-Tom

Third Place
Pine Burr
GENERAL NEWS STORY

First Place
The Delta Statement
Conor Bell
“La Forge announces program and budget cuts”
The writer has the guts to quote faculty and administrators on a controversial topic. That’s not always easy for a college journalist, but it’s a great way to start a career.

Second Place
The Delta Statement
Ellizabetta Zengaro
“Tanner Cable: Competing for the ultimate dream”

Third Place
The Reflector
Pranaav Jadhav
“Irresponsible ringing of cowbells”

SPORTS NEWS STORY

First Place
The Reflector
Anthony McDougle
“Nick Griffin plans to make strong return”

Second Place
Blue & White Flash
Kris Campbell
“Hail Mary pass wins JSU vs. FAMU”

Third Place
The Delta Statement
Conor Bell
“States men sweep Argos”

SPORTS COLUMN

First Place
The Reflector
Anthony McDougle
You are well versed in your subject, which makes your writing flow. Well written.

Second Place
The Delta Statement
Florian Mondoloni

Third Place
The Reflector
Blake Morgan

SPORTS FEATURE

First Place
The Cobbler
Michael Coelho
“Reflecting on Dr. Wheeler’s legacy”
A very well written tribute to someone the writer obviously respected and did a great job of sharing Dr. Wheeler’s life.

Second Place
The Delta Statement
Elizabetta Zengaro
“Tanner Cable: Competing for the ultimate dream”

Third Place
The Cobbler
Adrienne Madden
“Cary a ‘family tradition’ for Knight’s”

GENERAL INTEREST COLUMN

First Place
The Reflector
Walton Chaney
“A Worthy Cause”
Each column was well-reasoned and articulate, but “Wish Week” won us over.

Second Place
The Cobbler
Jordan James
J & J Movie Reviews

Third Place
The Delta Statement
Conor Bell

FEATURE STORY

First Place
Student Printz
Kathryn Miller
“Nuking Mississippi”
Your lead paragraph set the stage and pulls the reader into the story. Nicely done!

Second Place
Student Printz
Kathryn Miller
“Folk Singer behind the strings”

Third Place
Delta Statement
Lauren Orsborn
“Delta State’s first writer in residence”

CARTOON

First Place
Blue & White Flash
Reese Tornes
“Domestic violence: the cycle stops here”
Not a funny topic nor a funny cartoon, but strong and thought provoking.

Second Place
Blue & White Flash
Reese Tornes
“Not Guilty”

GENERAL NEWS PHOTO

First Place
The Reflector
Emma Katherine Hutto
“Romney”
The best of a very competitive category. All of The Reflector’s entries were very strong.

Second Place
The Reflector
Emma Katherine Hutto
“College game day”

Third Place
Delta Statement
Noah Siano
“K-9 Unit”

SPOT NEWS PHOTO

First Place
The Reflector
Noah Siano
“Dak and Dan hug”
Shows lots of emotion

Second Place
The Reflector
Pranaav Jadhav
“Preachers”

Third Place
The Delta Statement
Ellizabetta Zengaro
“States men sweep Argos”
La Tia Penn
“Winter Storm”

SPORTS PHOTO

First Place
Student Printz
Hunt Mercier
“Dramatic rubber match”

Second Place
Student Printz
Hunt Mercier
“Faulkner wins C-Spire”

Third Place
Delta Statement
Elizabetta Zengaro
“Brook Cline makes tag at third”

FEATURE PHOTO

First Place
The Student Printz
Aaron J. Stewart
“Sororities welcome 330 new members”
Clear, cropped, shows emotion

Second Place
The Delta Statement
Elizabetta Zengaro
“Homecoming queen”

Third Place
Blue & White Flash
Dominique McCraney
“International Night of Dance”

SINGLE ADVERTISEMENT

First Place
Reflector
Julia Landford
“B. Davis Shoes”
Clean, crisp ad with a local call to action.

Second Place
Student Printz
Katherine Frye
“Natalie and Company”

Third Place
Student Printz
Katherine Frye
Fly Boutique

INVESTIGATIVE OR SPOT NEWS

First Place
Reflector
Anna Wolfe
“Student’s last night weighs on loved one’s minds”
Outstanding work. The writer effectively put together a difficult story in a compelling manner.

Second Place
The Delta Statement
Elizabetta Zengaro
“Program Cuts”

Third Place
Student Printz
Crystal Garner
“SGA violates its own constitution”

EDITORIALS

First Place
The Delta Statement
Elizabetta Zengaro
Nice job, especially the death of journalism at Delta State one.

Second Place
Blue & White Flash

Third Place
The Student Printz

DESIGN

First Place
Student Printz
Katherine Frye
Mechanically the most consistent and attractive. Nice use of color and headline fonts. Body copy is a little difficult to read.

Second Place
The Cobbler

Third Place
The Reflector

INVESTIGATIVE OR SPOT NEWS

First Place
Reflector
Anna Wolfe
“Student’s last night weighs on loved one’s minds”
Outstanding work. The writer effectively put together a difficult story in a compelling manner.

Second Place
The Delta Statement
Elizabetta Zengaro
“Program Cuts”

Third Place
Student Printz
Crystal Garner
“SGA violates its own constitution”

EDITORIALS

First Place
The Delta Statement
Elizabetta Zengaro
Nice job, especially the death of journalism at Delta State one.

Second Place
Blue & White Flash

Third Place
The Student Printz

DESIGN

First Place
Student Printz
Katherine Frye
Mechanically the most consistent and attractive. Nice use of color and headline fonts. Body copy is a little difficult to read.

Second Place
The Cobbler

Third Place
The Reflector

FRONT PAGE

First Place
Delta Statement
Tiago Doneux
Design elements not the most attractive in this group of entries, but these front pages were by far the newsiest. This staff does a great job of staying on top of the news.

Second Place
Student Printz
Staff

Third Place
The Reflector
Lacretia Wimbley

GRAPHICS

First Place
The Reflector
Austin Grove
“Dak Prescott”
Eye catching graphic that puts the statistics in perspective quickly.

Second Place
The Delta Statement
Elizabetta Zengaro
“Program cuts”

Third Place
Student Printz
Cody Bass
“USM Budget Cuts”

WEBSITE

First Place
studentprintz.com
Mechanically the cream of the crop

Second Place
thejsuflash.com

Third Place
reflector-online.com

GENERAL EXCELLENCE

First Place
Reflector

Second Place
The Delta Statement

Third Place
Student Printz